
With today’s shrinking workplace footprints, organizations are pressured to do more with 

less space. As part of the Openest collection of products designed by Patricia Urquiola, 

Feather sofas help leverage under-utilized space by creating cozy, versatile work areas 

that people are drawn to.
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Openest ® Feather 



Inviting and Engaging 
Like the other pieces in the Openest collection, Feather invites  

people to work, gather, share ideas, or simply relax and refresh. 

Dramatic in its simplicity, the gracefully curved shape orients people 

toward one another. 

A Collaborative Choice 

With solutions that respond to the ever-evolving nature of work, 

Feather creates practical, versatile spaces that gently draw people 

together in casual, approachable settings. 

Symmetrical or asymmetrical design – Choose from a sofa with a 

middle bend or one that features a left- or right-handed bend to allow 

better face-to-face communication flow.

Complementary colors – Personalize Feather with a range of colors 

to enhance any environment.

Optional attached table – Fixed, side-mount table can be attached 

on the left or right side to keep work tools and personal items close at 

hand; an attached, height-adjustable table is also available.

Optional hideaway power module – Specified separately, power may 

be installed under the sofa to provide even more working versatility.

Colors, Materials, Finishes 
Carefully selected materials and colors, combined with tailored finish 

details, evoke the craftsmanship one might expect to find in luxury 

furniture. Feather is available in a variety of colored fabrics, and 

leather, with specifiable stitching of Accent Orange, Black, Plaster, and 

Rusty Red. The cast-aluminum legs are also offered in Accent Orange, 

Black, Plaster, and Rusty Red. The optional swivel table features your 

choice of clear finished wood in Plank White Oak or Walnut, or painter 

MDF in Black, Polar, Stormy, or Vapor.

To learn more, visit haworth.com.
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